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Tooling solutions for the power utility industry.
SHERMAN & REILLY - SPIDER II SYSTEM

Controller can be mounted on
wood poles with a simple lag
screw or non-wood poles with
the adjustable chain tightener.

S-75-WA

S-75-EA

The Spider System consists of a positive breaking
controller and a storage reel of rope which mount on
the lead pole at any desired height.
When the pulling line is ready to be installed, the
storage reel can be mounted on a pole mounted
winch or line truck winch using S&R adapters. This
allows the storage reel to re-wind the pilot line, thus
“hauling in” the pulling line under tension.
The brake on the controller permits the storage reel
to pay out the pilot line when the rope is pulled and
engages when the rope is slack. This eliminates
“back-winding” and holds tension during the
installation of the pilot line.
ROPE for the Spider System is available in 3/8” dia.
#12 braided polyproylene Spider Rope or 5/16” dia.
polyester over polyolefin Spiderflex Rope. Either is
available in four colors: Black, Blue, Green, or Red.
Part

Description

S-75-C

Spider II - Controller

S-75-SR

Spider II - Storage Reel

S-75-WA

Spider II - Line Truck Winch Adapter

S-75-EA

Spider II - Pole Mounted Winch Adapter

NOTE
Spider storage reels are designed for 3,000 ft. max.
of S&R Spider or Spiderflex rope ONLY.
The max. line tension is not to exceed 300 lbs.

TSE - CONDUCTOR STRINGING EQUIPMENT
POLE MASTER SYSTEM - 3,000 ft. and 6,000 ft.
6,000 ft. Polemaster with Nylon
Web Binder Suspension.

POLE MOUNTED BRAKE SPINDLE with hot stick
adjustable brake controller. The spindle is suspended
by Nylon Web Binder or Optional Chain Binder.
ROPE DRUM available in 3,000 ft. or 6,000 ft. rope
capacity. The drum is fabricated and galvanized for
extended service life.
SYNTHETIC PILOT ROPE (3,000 ft. or 6,000 ft.). The
Pilot Rope is available in four different colors: blue,
green, orange and yellow for phase identification.
STANDARD ROPE: 3/8” diameter polyester; 1,800 lbs.
breaking strength; 8-braid.

3,000 ft. Polemaster w/ Optional
Chain Binder Suspension.

OPTIONAL ROPE: 5/16” diameter polyester; 2,600 lbs.
breaking strength; 12-braid

TO ORDER CALL: 800-966-3530 OR FAX: 215-357-9193

